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Abstract: Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models are effectively uti-

lized in time series analysis and forecasts. With the focus on MOUTAI, one of the brands in 

liquor industry that has absorbed great public interest and wide acceptance, this paper stud-

ies the pattern of the closing price of MOUTAI stock, fits the data using ARIMA model, 

and eventually forecasts over the future horizon. Based on daily closing price of the specific 

stock, a few transformations of the data are carried out, making the fitting process of 

ARIMA model more accurate. The best-fit ARIMA model is studied and the forecast results 

are analyzed. According to the increasing trend throughout the interval studied and the un-

foreseen peak at the beginning of 2021, the causation is discussed: the consumer trend. That 

is, people are inclined to consume more liquor products during mood swings, which is like-

ly to happen during lock downs and the deteriorated epidemic worldwide. This study pro-

vides more insights to the potential investors and buyers of MOUTAI stock and products, 

and furthermore the liquor industry, giving an overview of the patterns shown in the stock’s 

closing price and the causation of the forecast results. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Research Background and Significance  

As the covid-19 stroke, people were imposed to follow the epidemic prevention policies, including 

social isolation. Under the restrictions toward social interaction, depressed people dispel melan-

choly by drinks [1]. Serving as examples of people drinking more alcohol, there were reports stating 

that Australian and Canadian liquor sales have apparent increments during the epidemic [2, 3]. 

Moreover, with the lessons drawn from cases associated with alcoholic abuse and alcoholic-related 

harms back in Beijing’s 2003 SARS outbreak, public concern has arisen regarding the increasing 

alcohol consumption after the Covid-19 pandemic [4]. Therefore, there is an urgent need for study-

ing the pattern of liquor sales up to now and forecasting for the near future. 

On the other hand, MOUTAI is a strong competitor in liquor sales industry. Its brand reputation 

draws people’s attention to a great extent, especially investors and entrepreneurs in the industry. 

Therefore, the pattern of MOUTAI’s stock price is of great concern. Moreover, MOUTAI, an out-

standing illustration of Chinese traditional liquor flavor, takes advantage of its unique production 

environment and technique. The brand gains popularity and prosperity throughout China and 

worldwide [5]. Hence, the MOUTAI stock could give an effective overview of the liquor sales 
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overall. For the method used in this study, ARIMA model is one of the most effective prediction 

models up to now. Its utilization in time series analysis fully shows it capacity in fitting existing 

data and forecasting. 

1.2. Literature Review  

ARIMA model forecasting has been compared to simple exponential smoothing model and Holt 

two-parameter exponential smoothing model in the study of property crime for one district, and the 

conclusion is that the forecast error is the smallest for ARIMA model, which demonstrate the pre-

ciseness and effectiveness of the specific model among other models [6]. ARIMA model also has 

distinct advantage in forecasting for time series that has a clear seasonal pattern [7]. In a paper stud-

ying the oil palm price using three different ARIMA models, the main indicator of accuracy the 

study uses is MAPE [8].  

However, ARIMA models are meant to extract and model the correlations before and after a se-

quence. Therefore, if there is no linear correlation between the forecast errors throughout, which 

refers to white noise, the best ARIMA model is identified. As a result, conventional error diagnostic 

cannot function the best for ARIMA models, instead AIC or BIC. In this paper, further research is 

carried out by fitting various ARIMA models to the series and examining AIC values for determina-

tion of the best-fitting ARIMA model. 

1.3. Research Contents and Framework 

This paper uses ARIMA model to fit the closing price time-series of MOUTAI’s stock and do fore-

casting over the future horizon. After adjustments of the raw data are carried out, various ARIMA 

models are fitted to the data, and their AIC values are examined to find the best-fitting model. The 

model with the smallest AIC value is expressed, and the forecasts from the specific model are pre-

sented and analyzed. After the results are demonstrated, the possible factors of the main patterns 

found in the data and the forecasting results are evaluated. Advises are given towards the consumers 

and investors of MOUTAI products and stock. 

The framework of this paper includes four sections: First, Data transformations: in this section, 

one first differencing and a log transformation are carried out toward the raw data, the closing price 

of MOUTAI’s stock, in order to make the series stationary. Second, an introduction of ARIMA 

model and forecasting: the common composition of ARIMA models is illustrated; moreover, the 

important steps in ARIMA modelling are introduced. Third, result analysis: the process finding the 

best-fitting ARIMA model is shown, and the forecasts from the specific model are analyzed. Final 

is discussion and conclusion: discussion regarding causation of the patterns of the data and the fore-

casting results is carried out. 

2. Method 

2.1. Data Collection and Data Adjustment 

The raw data, closing price of Moutai stock, is adopted from the website https://cn.investing.com, 

collected daily. The currency in which the data is collected is CNY (https://cn.investing.com/). The 

data used to construct the model and forecast over the future horizon start from March 21st, 2012 

and end with September 1st, 2022. The figure 1 shown below presents the raw data in the selected 

interval. The closing price of MOUTAI stock is of uniform variance, has an overall increasing 

trend, and has a peak around the beginning of 2021. There is no apparent seasonal pattern nor cyclic 

pattern shown in the plot of the data. 
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Figure 1: The closing price of MOUTAI stock. 

Since the raw data is not stationary, one first differencing and then a log transformation of the 

differenced data are applied. The result from a Box-Ljung test is shown in Table 1. According to the 

very small p-value, the data is likely to be stationary. 

Table 1: Box-Ljung test. 

X-squared df p-value 

14.364 4 0.006219 

 

Moreover, Figure 2 shown below presents the adjusted data, which also shows that the trans-

formed data is of uniform variance and thus stationary. 

 

Figure 2: The data after one first differencing and a log transformation. 

2.2. ARIMA  

ARIMA model is the combination of AR model (Autoregressive model) and MA model (Moving 

average model). The expression of AR model can be written as: 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑐 + ∅1𝑦𝑡−1 + ∅2𝑦𝑡−2 + ⋯ ∅𝑝𝑦𝑡−𝑝 + 𝜀𝑡          (1) 

which means that the observations have correlations to p of its lags, the past values of the variable 

[9]. 
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MA models can be expressed in the form of: 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑐 + 𝜀𝑡 + 𝜃1𝜀𝑡−1 + 𝜃2𝜀𝑡−2 + ⋯ 𝜃𝑞𝜀𝑡−𝑞          (2) 

In which the observation is the weighted moving-average of the errors of its past q observations 

[9,10]. The error εt in both models is normally distributed white noise with mean zero and variance 

one. 

As the combination of the two models, ARIMA model would be described by three main param-

eters, written in the form of (p,d,q), where p is the parameter describing the AR part, d is the degree 

of first differencing involved, and q is the parameter for MA model. 

In utilization of ARIMA model in time series analysis, the main procedure is as follows: First, 

the series should be stationary, and so proper times of first differencing should be applied if it is not 

stationary; the series should also receive seasonal differencing adjustment if there is a seasonal pat-

tern in the data. Second, Adjusting the p and q values of ARIMA model until getting the smallest 

possible AIC value. Third, the model could be identified as the best-fitting model if the residuals are 

like white noise. ACF plot and portmanteau test of the residuals could be carried out to examine 

whether the residuals of the data is white noise. If it is white noise, more than 95% the autocorrela-

tions of the residuals should be within the bounds in ACF plots, representing the critical values 

which are equal to ±
1.96

√T
 in value. 

3. Results  

3.1. ARIMA Model Estimation 

Adjustment of p and q values is applied to get the most fitting ARIMA model to the series. The var-

ious ARIMA models are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Various ARIMA models. 

ARIMA (p,d,q) model Zero/Non-zero mean AIC value 

ARIMA (2,0,2)(1,0,1) Non-zero mean -296.8581 

ARIMA (0,0,0) Non-zero mean -292.0827 

ARIMA (1,0,0)(1,0,0) Non-zero mean -303.3601 

ARIMA (0,0,1)(0,0,1) Non-zero mean -303.1353 

ARIMA (0,0,0) Zero mean -287.1364 

ARIMA (1,0,0) Non-zero mean -303.8288 

ARIMA (1,0,0)(0,0,1) Non-zero mean -303.1218 

ARIMA (1,0,0)(1,0,1) Non-zero mean -301.6319 

ARIMA (2,0,0) Non-zero mean -302.9755 

ARIMA (1,0,1) Non-zero mean -302.5422 

ARIMA (0,0,1) Non-zero mean -304.1864 

ARIMA (0,0,1)(1,0,0) Non-zero mean -303.2979 

ARIMA (0,0,1)(1,0,1) Non-zero mean -301.4519 

ARIMA (0,0,2) Non-zero mean -302.8966 

ARIMA (1,0,2) Non-zero mean -301.2693 

ARIMA (0,0,1) Zero mean -301.8089 
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According to Table 1, the best model is ARIMA (0,0,1) with zero mean since it has the smallest 

AIC value. The model ARIMA (0,0,1) with zero mean can be expressed as a MA (1) model as fol-

lows: 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑐 + 𝜀𝑡 + 0.3248𝜀𝑡−1              (3) 

which demonstrates that the transformed data is strongly correlated with the error of its last obser-

vation.  

 

Figure 3: The residuals tests. 

According to the Figure 3, because more than 95% of the autocorrelations are within the thresh-

olds shown by the blue lines in the ACF plot, and the residuals are of normal distribution, the resid-

uals are identified as white noise. 

On the other hand, based on the relatively large p-value shown in Table 3, the results from a 

portmanteau test for the residuals, the residuals also can be classified as white noise.  

Table 3: Ljung-Box test. 

Q* df p-value 

14.012 23 0.9265 

3.2. Forecasting  

The forecasting is carried out by the forecast function in R, as shown in the Figure 6. This essence 

of the model that each observation is strongly correlated to the error of its last observation leads to 

the apparent patterns in the forecasts: the forecasting results are the same after the first forecast val-

ue. Even though, the prevailing pattern in previous observations should not be dismissed. 
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Figure 4: Forecasting from ARIMA (0,0,1) model. 

The prediction intervals are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4: The point forecasts from ARIMA (0,0,1) model. 

 Low 80% Low 95% Upper 80% Upper 95% 

Sep 2022 -0.08665727 -0.1339776 0.09212307 0.1394434 

Oct 2022 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Nov 2022 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Dec 2022 

Jan 2022 

-0.07631967 

-0.07631967 

-0.1260740 

-0.1260740 

0.11165653 

0.11165653 

0.1614108 

0.1614108 

Feb 2023 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Mar 2023 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Apr 2023 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

May 2023 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Jun 2023 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Jul 2023 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Aug 2023 

Sep 2023 

-0.07631967 

-0.07631967 

-0.1260740 

-0.1260740 

0.11165653 

0.11165653 

0.1614108 

0.1614108 

Oct 2023 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Nov 2023 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Dec 2023 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Jan 2024 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Feb 2024 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Mar 2024 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Apr 2024 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

May 2024 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Jun 2024 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Jul 2024 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 

Aug 2024 -0.07631967 -0.1260740 0.11165653 0.1614108 
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4. Discussion 

From the ARIMA modeling and forecasting, MOUTAI’s stock price is being predicted over the 

future 24 months horizon. The variance of the forecasts is within the range bounded by previous 

observations, referring to the not much fluctuations over the MOUTAI stock price. Moreover, the 

closing price remains an increasing trend regarding the interval in this study, and reached a peak 

near the start of 2021.  

What might be suggested to the investors of MOUTAI stock would be that the value of this stock 

has an continued increasing trend since at least 2012 and will reach new heights after the strike of 

covid-19. The possible cause of this might be the fact that people were forced to be at home due to 

the lock downs, and thus were emotionally annoyed, a situation which could be pacified by having 

alcoholic treats to them. Therefore, MOUTAI stock is reflecting an ongoing increment in sales. 

5. Conclusion 

This study uses ARIMA model regarding time series analysis to forecast for MOUTAI’s stock 

price. First, the series is adjusted to stationary by first diffencing and log transformation. And then, 

various ARIMA model are fitted to the data while the smallest AIC value is desired. After the de-

termination of the fact that the best fitting model in this case would be ARIMA (0,0,1) model with 

zero mean, forecast is carried out and the prediction intervals are shown.  

The forecasting gives an overview of the continued pattern shown in the previous observation, 

which is an increasing trend in the stock price and an unusual peak due to the strike of covid-19. 

The possible cause for the prevailing patterns of the data is discussed: people’s desire for drinking 

because of depression due to lock downs and the overall epidemic situation. 

The shortages for this study are stated below. Firstly, more previous observations could be taking 

into account. The model is more likely to fit better to the data, and thus it might have better perfor-

mance in forecasting future observations. Secondly, the forecasts could be addressed more sophisti-

cated. Due to the unpredictability of some unusual events, in this case the epidemic, the stock price 

fluctuates dramatically in a relatively short amount of time. Hence, more variables regarding this 

issue could be considered to avoid the effect of unusual events. In the future, since it would always 

be a compelling subject either for the investors and the public, more studies could be carried out 

concerning the liquor sales and its stock prices. People would consume this kind of products in dai-

ly lives in increasing amounts whenever depressions strike or there are things worth celebrating. 

Therefore, the subject would never fall out of style and even be heatedly regarded. 

Even though, people should also be cautious about excessive alcoholic consumption due to the 

negative effects it may have on physical and mental health. The government should also help allevi-

ate the situation by further restraining the pandemic. Accordingly, people could access to the essen-

tial social interactions with other people and thus better maintain their health condition. 
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